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When Henry Kissinger became U.S. secretary of state on 22 September 1973 (a
post he combined with his existing job as national security adviser to President
Richard M. Nixon), he declared his commitment to “a world based not upon
strength but upon justice.” “We will strive not just for a pragmatic solution
to this or that difficulty,” Kissinger told the assembled journalists, “but to
recognize that America has never been true to itself unless it meant something
beyond itself.”1 In a phone call to Kissinger the next day, Nixon expressed
surprise:

This idealism in policy is good. You and I both know, Henry, that a lot of that’s
malarkey, but it’s very important malarkey. What I meant is you and I both know
that as far as our Soviet friends are concerned, to them it’s pure pragmatism and
power. It’s true of China and Japan and others. On the other hand, it’s very
important to make the point which we do believe you know that we must have
something other than simply a test of strength and a balance of strength . . . a
nation must mean something to others or it means something to itself and that
sort of thing. These are some great lines in there.2

Great lines they were—and uncommonly good for Kissinger. But Nixon’s nod
to “that sort of thing” illustrated that even as Kissinger’s career peaked, he was
playing defense on malarkey.

Nixon’s reelection in 1972 had not sealed the foreign policy consensus that
Kissinger craved. A language of morality—what Nixon called “malarkey”—had

1. David Binder, “Kissinger Sworn In, Praised by Nixon,” The New York Times, 23 September 1973,
p. 11; and “Kissinger Sworn In, Vows a World Based upon Justice,” The Chicago Tribune, 23 September
1973, p. 2.

2. Richard Nixon–Henry Kissinger telephone call, 23 September 1973, in Digital National Security
Archive, Document KA10922 (hereinafter cited in the form DNSA/KA10922). The Oxford American
Dictionary defines “malarkey” as “meaningless talk; nonsense.”
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proven effective in mobilizing and unifying opposition against Kissinger, espe-
cially for Senator Henry Jackson, who by the time of Kissinger’s confirmation
had obtained dozens of co-sponsors for his legislative measure linking the ex-
tension of Most Favored Nation status for the Soviet Union to the rights of
Soviet Jews.3 Kissinger planned to meet this moral challenge head-on, telling
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko and Soviet Ambassador Anatolii Do-
brynin on 24 September that he intended to give a “philosophical” response
to those who preached an “excessively moralistic” foreign policy.4 As part of a
broad effort to legitimize his policies, Kissinger adhered to his “philosophical”
stance through speeches and public appearances over the next three years.5

A debate over the relative importance of interests and values—another
iteration of a controversy that dates back to Thomas Jefferson, James Madi-
son, and Alexander Hamilton—dominated the domestic politics of foreign
policy throughout Kissinger’s tenure. Senator Jackson and other critics both
inside and outside Congress promoted human rights and universal morality
in language that played on themes of political and religious freedom. They
built on a tradition of hostility to the supposed injustice of power politics
and advocated a return to anti-Communism. Kissinger later wrote that he had
tried to “purge our foreign policy of all [such] sentimentality.”6 He failed. The
Republican National Convention of August 1976 repudiated Kissinger with a
platform that, as Gerald Ford said after reading it, was “nothing less than a slick
denunciation of Administration foreign policy.”7 In a plank titled “morality
in foreign policy,” the Republicans insisted that “the principles by which we
act must merit the restored confidence of our people,” necessitating an effort
“to forge a lasting peace in the world based upon our deep belief in the rights
of man, the rule of law and guidance by the hand of God.”8 Such phrasing,

3. Samuel Moyn, The Last Utopia: Human Rights in History (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 2010), pp. 136–152.

4. Transcript of Kissinger-Andrei Gromyko-Anatoly Dobrynin meeting, 24 September 1973, in U.S.
Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States, 1969–1976, Vol. XXXVIII, Pt. 1, p. 88n
(hereinafter referred to as FRUS, with appropriate year and volume numbers).

5. On the broader strategy of Nixon and Kissinger, including a series of reports published by the
White House from 1970 to 1973, as well as White House efforts to design a public relations offensive
focused on foreign policy, see Alexander L. George, On Foreign Policy: Unfinished Business (Boulder:
Paradigm, 2006); and Dan Caldwell, “The Legitimation of the Nixon-Kissinger Grand Design and
Grand Strategy,” Diplomatic History, Vol. 33, No. 4 (September 2009), pp. 633–652.

6. Henry Kissinger, White House Years (Boston: Little, Brown, 1979), p. 191.

7. Julian E. Zelizer, “Détente and Domestic Politics,” Diplomatic History, Vol. 33, No. 4 (September
2009), p. 667.

8. “Republican Party Platform of 1976,” 18 August 1976, in American Presidency Project, available
online at http://presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid = 25843.
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ironically, facilitated the task of the Democratic nominee for the presidency,
Jimmy Carter. During the second presidential debate, Carter declared: “We’ve
lost, in our foreign policy, the character of the American people. This is one
instance where I agree with the Republican platform.”9

Rather than assessing the general dynamic between public opinion and
foreign policy during Kissinger’s tenure as secretary of state, this article expands
on previous work discussing how Kissinger tried to legitimize his policies,
especially détente. The article reexamines the “heartland” speeches, explores
how the State Department tried to assess their impact, and considers what
that assessment implied. Even though other policies would also have been
helped by broader public support, Kissinger and the State Department by
the end of 1975 were focused overwhelmingly on the public’s attitude toward
the Soviet Union, détente, and the role of morality in foreign policy. In
public relations as in diplomacy, the Soviet Union remained paramount under
Kissinger.10

The rejection of Kissinger’s policies was not simply partisan, despite what
he has argued.11 His effort to legitimize his policies failed in the eyes of the
public and his own subordinates. No matter how philosophically coherent his
message might have been, it did not win acceptance, not least because of a
growing lack of public faith in governmental institutions. Even members of
local World Affairs Councils, who took a sustained interest in policy concerns,
held vague views on specific questions such as Angola, Chile, the Middle East,
and strategic nuclear arms control. When the State Department asked about
such issues, it received answers about Communism, détente, and morality. At
all levels, whether inside the department, in Congress, or in the public at large,
the ideas Kissinger labeled “morality”—what Lawrence Eagleburger described
as the “Kennedyesque moralism which Americans so like and which gives
us a sense of purpose and uniqueness”—were the main factor that thwarted
Kissinger’s attempt to gain domestic support.12

9. “Presidential Campaign Debate,” 6 October 1976, in American Presidency Project, available online
at http://presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid = 6414.

10. On the continuing centrality of the Soviet Union to Kissinger’s foreign policy despite triangular
diplomacy and a renewed focus on the Third World, see Mario Del Pero, The Eccentric Realist:
Henry Kissinger and the Shaping of American Foreign Policy (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press,
2010).

11. Henry A. Kissinger, “Between the Old Left and the New Right,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 78, No. 3
(May 1999), pp. 99–116.

12. “Memorandum from the Secretary of State’s Executive Assistant (Eagleburger) to Secretary of State
Kissinger,” in FRUS, 1969–1976, Vol. XXXVIII, Pt. 1, p. 379.
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Contending Interpretations

Kissinger’s own writings have structured our historiography to a great extent,
and he has had much to say about the impact of domestic politics. As secretary
of state, he wrote in his memoirs, he could not undertake the “essentially
political task of mobilizing popular constituencies.” He claimed that Nixon
had abdicated the “President’s normal role of articulating foreign policy” and
that Ford had rendered it ineffective. Kissinger thus found himself “endowed
with quasi-presidential authority” over diplomacy, yet in his view that merely
made him a “lightning rod,” the “surrogate target for partisan attacks that
normally would have been aimed at a President.” Kissinger long accepted the
necessity of domestic support for a successful foreign policy—a theme that was,
after all, the main focus of his doctoral thesis.13 Yet he was equally convinced,
like many realists of his generation, that foreign policy and domestic politics
should not mix too much.14

In Kissinger’s own telling, he was too presidential and yet not presidential
enough. The effect has been to marginalize his efforts while in office to find
an adequate balance of domestic support without (publicly) becoming too
involved in party politics. “Kissingerologists,” as Jussi Hanhimäki has referred
to scholars of the subject, have largely followed suit.15 Several historians, in-
cluding John Lewis Gaddis and Jeremi Suri, have praised Kissinger for a valiant
attempt.16 Hanhimäki is the only major author to suggest that Kissinger’s edu-
cation drive was actually “relatively successful.” Kissinger was popular enough
that pollsters, for the first time with a secretary of state, charted his personal
favorability ratings. His ratings remained high throughout his tenure, or at
least higher than Ford’s. Yet Hanhimäki cannot escape the obvious failure of
Kissinger’s position, and so he resolves the paradox by arguing, quite plausibly,
that celebrity must have blurred the realist message.17

Mario Del Pero provides the subtlest evaluation of Kissinger’s failure. For
Del Pero, the downfall came not because Kissinger was “insufficiently aware” of
domestic politics but because he consistently overestimated the strength of his

13. Henry Kissinger, A World Restored (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1964).

14. Henry Kissinger, Years of Renewal (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1999), pp. 1059–1060, 1074,
1078.

15. Jussi M. Hanhimäki, “ ‘Dr. Kissinger’ or ‘Mr. Henry’? Kissingerology, Thirty Years and Counting,”
Diplomatic History, Vol. 27, No. 5 (November 2003), pp. 637–676.

16. John Lewis Gaddis, Strategies of Containment: A Critical Appraisal of Postwar American National
Security Policy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982), p. 342; and Jeremi Suri, Henry Kissinger
and the American Century (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2007).

17. Jussi M. Hanhimäki, The Flawed Architect: Henry Kissinger and American Foreign Policy (New York:
Oxford University Press, 2004), pp. 34, 455.
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position. Misreading the situation, Kissinger dealt poorly with a resurgence of
exceptionalism through a weak attempt to change the discourse of U.S. foreign
policy. As Del Pero writes, “by thinking that a realist transformation in U.S.
foreign policy discourse was possible and that a new domestic consensus would
be attained through it, Kissinger proved to be singularly unrealistic.”18 The
unrealistic nature of his approach, and the continuing importance of ideology
despite Kissinger’s attempt to deideologize foreign relations, are probed here.

Kissingerology tends to treat its subject as a “lone ranger,” as Jimmy
Carter memorably dubbed him.19 Scholars have often seen Kissinger as separate
from the agencies he led. Partly this is a result of Kissinger’s extraordinary
bureaucratic position (the only man ever to combine the posts of national
security adviser and secretary of state, as he did for two years), and partly
it reflects an understandable fascination with that rare breed of policymaker
who wrote history and thought historically. Only in the past few years have
the sources that permit a broader reassessment been released. New material,
especially from the files of Winston Lord (the director of Kissinger’s Policy
Planning Staff ), allows an analysis that takes into account the State Department
as a whole. Some pertinent sources remain missing, but my reassessment of
Kissinger’s crusade on behalf of realism reveals that it was more misguided
than often appreciated and ultimately rather solitary.

Kissingerology also confines matters of “politics” to partisan affairs on
the one hand, and centuries-old philosophical debate on the other. Dominic
Sandbrook, Margaret MacMillan, Thomas Schwartz, Julian Zelizer, and many
others have tied the decline of détente specifically to domestic partisan politics,
as, of course, did Kissinger himself.20 In looking at what Fredrik Logevall calls
the “intermestic” dimension of foreign relations, we must not minimize the
difficulties faced by ostensibly nonpartisan institutions in garnering political
and broader public support.21 This was the central problem facing the State
Department at home. The question is not just how, as Noam Kochavi asks,
Kissinger could “reconcile the contradiction inherent in the task of securing

18. Del Pero, The Eccentric Realist, pp. 7–9.

19. “Carter Pledges an Open Foreign Policy,” The New York Times, 24 June 1976, p. 1.

20. Dominic Sandbrook, “Salesmanship and Substance: The Influence of Domestic Policy and Wa-
tergate,” in Fredrik Logevall and Andrew Preston, eds., Nixon in the World: American Foreign Rela-
tions, 1969–1977 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), pp. 85–105; Thomas Alan Schwartz,
“ ‘Henry, . . . Winning an Election Is Terribly Important’: Partisan Politics in the History of U.S. For-
eign Relations,” Diplomatic History, Vol. 33, No. 2 (April 2009), pp. 173–190; and Zelizer, “Détente
and Domestic Politics.”

21. Fredrik Logevall, “Politics and Foreign Relations,” Journal of American History, Vol. 95, No. 4
(March 2009), pp. 1074–1078. By citing domestic politics, I am not arguing that Kissinger’s political
troubles at home were the sole or key determinant of his fate or that they can be separated from
diplomatic questions. The purpose here is solely to isolate one facet of the story.
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public support for quiet diplomacy.”22 We must also ask how career foreign
service officers could build support in the absence of politics, particularly in an
election year. The vehicle was supposed to be a renewed “consensus,” like the
one that supposedly characterized the period before the Vietnam War. Even
if that “consensus” was a mirage, a false and irretrievable memory of the early
Cold War, this did not stop Kissinger and others from seeking to revive it.

Finally, previous work has also focused solely on Kissinger’s “heartland”
speeches. His rhetoric has been treated as a discourse to be analyzed “philo-
sophically,” a timeless body of work equal in importance to that of Woodrow
Wilson.23 Such an approach vindicates Kissinger’s own intentions. As Lord
wrote in a memorandum to Kissinger in February 1976, the “heartland”
speeches increasingly became an attempt to secure a “personal legacy for the
history books.”24 Despite being a failure at the time, those speeches have been
an unmitigated triumph thereafter, fortifying Kissinger’s status as a diplomatic
thinker with a coherent viewpoint. But the effort to build a consensus was
more than a matter of giving speeches and throwing out pitches at baseball
games. Where Kissinger spoke was just as important as what he said.

An effort to trace such information is constrained by the fact that most
of the papers of the State Department’s Bureau of Public Affairs from this
period have been destroyed. What we do know is that the department was
attempting to use for new purposes a network of private organizations long
dedicated to promoting an internationalist worldview among the U.S. public.
For the most part, this meant local World Affairs Councils, the postwar
successors to the local discussion groups created by the Council of Foreign
Relations and the Foreign Policy Association in the 1930s. After being founded,
such groups had promoted information about world affairs in the hope of
creating and maintaining support among local elites for a global (and often
specifically Wilsonian) role. Under Kissinger, the State Department sought to
use them again in the hope that information and discussion would bolster
public opinion, but this time for a realist cause. Consensus from the bottom
up was thus to be created by speeches from the top down.

Assessing public opinion is difficult in any situation, let alone in an
election year. What counted as the “public” who, the State Department hoped,

22. Noam Kochavi, “Insights Abandoned, Flexibility Lost: Kissinger, Soviet Jewish Emigration, and
the Demise of Détente,” Diplomatic History, Vol. 29, No. 3 (June 2005), p. 529.

23. See, for instance, John Lewis Gaddis, “Rescuing Choice from Circumstance: The Statecraft of
Henry Kissinger,” in Gordon A. Craig and Francis L. Loewenheim, eds., The Diplomats, 1939–1979
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994), pp. 564–588.

24. Winston Lord to Kissinger, “Your Speeches in 1976,” 26 February 1976, in National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA), College Park, MD, Record Group (RG) 59, Policy Planning Staff
Director’s Files (Winston Lord), 1969–77 (hereinafter “Lord Files”), Box 358.
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would be on Kissinger’s side? If we measure public opinion through non-
governmental organizations or the press, we encounter the problem of specific,
activist interests and must ask how far those views are widely applicable. If
we measure it through polls, we must ask how far the questions construct
the answers. If we use high politics, as so many Kissingerologists have, we
must ask how far congressmen represented their constituents. Moreover, how
did policymakers digest opinion? We know that Kissinger had a great deal
of interest in technical opinion poll data, yet he often took the reception he
received during public appearances at face value.25 Over the winter of 1975
and 1976, when public support for détente seemed to be at its lowest, the
State Department attempted to solve these issues. Their efforts, and the results
garnered, form the basis of much of this article.

The article first takes another look at Kissinger’s “heartland” speeches.
After Kissinger concluded that “our greatest foreign policy problem is our
divisions at home,” he embarked on a speaking tour in the summer of 1975
that took him to cities as diverse as Milwaukee, Birmingham, Pittsburgh,
Dallas, Chicago, and even Laramie, Wyoming.26 He remained wedded to the
idea that presentations of foreign policy had to be “sufficiently complex” to
give a faithful account of reality.27 The education effort thus rested on a series
of untested assumptions: that the public was interested in taking Kissinger’s
message seriously; that the public was smart enough (as State Department
officials condescendingly put it) to understand the message; that the public
would agree with Kissinger’s analysis; and that the public would then translate
what it learned into congressional and electoral support. Yet Kissinger’s message
was not broad; it was overwhelmingly focused on détente, and it dwelled on
discussions of morality and policy that stressed the impossibility of adhering
to moral absolutes. Only in the second half of 1976 did he reluctantly begin
to state the importance of ideals in his policy with any force. By then, the
more he talked about morality, the more he accepted the premises of his
opponents.

Did the message get through? After Kissinger stepped down as National
Security Adviser in November 1975 (while remaining Secretary of State),
the State Department launched a series of policy reviews that focused on
both the international and domestic situations. The department decided to
convene a series of “town meetings” in five cities across the United States,

25. For conversations with pollsters, see transcripts of Kissinger–Louis Harris telephone calls, 16
October 1975, in DNSA/KA14215; and 8 March 1976, in DNSA/KA14644.

26. “Address by Secretary Kissinger: ‘America’s Permanent Interests,’” 11 March 1976, in Department
of State Bulletin, 5 April 1976, p. 431.

27. Transcript of Walter Sullivan–Kissinger telephone call, 14 May 1976, in DNSA/KA14890.
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attended by foreign service officers. To some extent, these meetings were
an effort to stimulate support at the most basic level. As Eagleburger put
it to an audience in Pittsburgh, the meetings were designed to show that
the State Department “gives a damn about what individuals think about
our foreign policy.”28 Moreover, the meetings were an attempt to ascertain,
outside the realm of partisan politics, what ordinary U.S. citizens wanted
from their country’s foreign policy. By controlling the agenda, the department
indicated what topics it considered genuinely important. Because four of the
five meetings took place just months after local visits from Kissinger himself,
they were an attempt to estimate how well the “heartland” tour had worked
and what chance existed for further progress.

What the foreign service officers found horrified them. Kissinger’s edu-
cational efforts had had little positive effect and indeed may have been coun-
terproductive. It was unclear whether the public opposed Kissinger’s rhetoric
and actions organically or simply agreed with the statements of his political
opponents, especially Senator Jackson and Ronald Reagan. The department
made no attempt to probe the matter further and simply accepted the results
as a “public” view. The public seemed to understand little about foreign policy.
A message designed to reflect complexity bred only uncertainty at a time of
profound social and political dislocation. Uncertainty did not translate into
widespread public support. The revolt against détente and its moral underpin-
nings reflected wider dissatisfaction with the government. This finding both
encouraged and disheartened the State Department as it considered how to
build consensus anew.

The Heartland Speeches

Kissinger’s “heartland” speeches had three main domestic purposes, at differ-
ent levels of political engagement. The first was to go beyond party politics
to form an independent, non-partisan power base with the public. The sec-
ond was to set the intellectual basis for a new bipartisan consensus. Third,
Kissinger admitted behind closed doors that he was trying to insulate the Ford
administration from partisan and intraparty attacks. All three of these pillars
of support, in his view, would give him greater diplomatic leverage, partic-
ularly for the second Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT II). As Leslie

28. “Foreign Policy Views Here Differ,” Pittsburgh Post-Gazette, 19 February 1976, in NARA, RG 59,
Lord Files, Box 358.
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Gelb wrote in The New York Times, the speeches were a mix of “high purpose,
politics, diplomacy and public relations.”29

In his dozens of speeches Kissinger tried to hide political and bureaucratic
aims behind non-partisanship and vice versa. As an earlier generation of Cold
Warriors knew, a supposedly non-partisan diplomat needed to do political
work to build a bipartisan consensus. The benefits of that consensus were not
to be shared equally among or within the parties, however, and an uptick in
the pace of speeches and the publicity they garnered quickly followed a secret
briefing from Ford on the upcoming campaign in May 1975:

The President: The campaign part of the effort will be outside the White House.
But I am setting up an informal group within the White House consisting of
me, Nelson [Rockefeller], [Donald] Rumsfeld, [Robert] Hartmann, and [Rogers]
Morton. I would like you to be a part of it so we can keep foreign policy meshed
with the political thing.

Kissinger: Will it be known?

P: No. I think we need a foreign policy input.

K: I could come out constantly making speeches, so it couldn’t be charged as
politicizing foreign policy. I think your election is essential . . .

P: I want you to be a part of it.

K: This election is one of the most crucial ever.

P: Look at the alternatives. Reagan would be a disaster.

K: He is incompetent.30

Kissinger knew that his words would be political fodder, and he partly intended
them as such. Although he talked about Ford’s opponents and their arguments
in the most general terms, it was perfectly obvious which ones he had in mind.

Even though Ford and others within the administration often saw the
speeches prior to delivery, partly so that Kissinger could stake out his bu-
reaucratic ground in a leaky administration, this did not necessarily make the
content nakedly partisan. The State Department reacted strongly against the
perception that it was involved in a political fight or even a simple public rela-
tions effort. “Selling foreign policy?” responded one spokesman to a question
about partisanship. “That’s a crude way to put it. We’re a democracy. You

29. Leslie Gelb, “With Congress Somewhat Disenchanted, He Needs a Power Base: Mr. Kissinger Is
Going to the People,” The New York Times, 13 July 1975, p. 150.

30. Transcript of Gerald Ford–Kissinger–Brent Scowcroft meeting, 12 May 1975, in DNSA/KT01620.
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have to explain foreign policy to the people, what they’re paying taxes for.”31

Kissinger agreed, in a conversation with his assistant secretary for legislative
affairs:

Kissinger: It is an attempt to explain our foreign policy. . . . I am deeply concerned
about what is going to happen to this country. I am not concerned about the
elections. 95% of this speech I would have given in any event. When people
say we are becoming a secondary power, what is a Secretary of State going to
do—not answer it?

[Robert] McCloskey: Did the President clear the speech?

K: The President saw every draft of the speech. But don’t sound defensive about
it.

M: No. No.

K: They have been lambasting our foreign policy for months. . . . And if a
Secretary of State is non-partisan, does that mean he can’t defend foreign
policy. . . . The job of Secretary of State is to protect foreign policy.32

Kissinger paid more than lip service to the notion that he and his department
were supposed to remain nonpartisan, reprimanding subordinates that others
were to “worry about politics.”33

The bipartisan consensus was largely a myth, although a useful rhetorical
tool.34 The idea that politics stopped at the water’s edge was a powerful
legend, though, and one to which not only Kissinger subscribed. Senator
William Fulbright, for instance, began Kissinger’s confirmation hearings with
an ode to “a nonpartisan national foreign policy on whose broad essentials the
Congress, the Executive, both parties, and the American people can form a
consensus.”35 Centrist Democrats were keen to help Kissinger, just as he was
happy to reach across party lines. Asked for his thoughts on a speech intended
for Minneapolis that Kissinger said would be “a little bit philosophical and
not overwhelmingly headline-making,” Senator Hubert Humphrey suggested

31. “Kissinger Takes Foreign Policy to ‘The Heartland,’” The Spartanburg Herald, 15 July 1975, p. 3.

32. Transcript of Kissinger-McCloskey telephone call, 12 March 1976, in DNSA/KA14659. The
speech in question was “America’s Permanent Interests.”

33. Transcript of staff meeting, 5 November 1975, in NARA, RG 59, Office of the Secretary of State,
Transcripts of Secretary of State Henry Kissinger’s Staff Meetings, 1973–1977, Box 8.

34. Robert David Johnson, Congress and the Cold War (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006);
and Campbell Craig and Fredrik Logevall, America’s Cold War: The Politics of Insecurity (Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 2009).

35. U.S. Congress, Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, “Nomination of Henry A. Kissinger to
be Secretary of State: Hearings,” 92nd Cong., 1st Sess., 7 September 1973, Pt. I, pp. 4–5.
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that such a speech would “be ideal for our part of the world—just excellent—
since we have idealists out there but also need to show them the practical
application of ideals.”36 Most of Kissinger’s speeches were tailored to local
concerns, designed to be consumed regionally as much as, and often more
than, nationally.

Yet the myth of nonpartisanship had a robust institutional underpin-
ning. State Department officials had always relied on it to ensure that elites
remained committed to activist policies. The process of gaining commit-
ment began with national groups like the Council of Foreign Relations, the
Foreign Policy Association, and the American Society of Newspaper Edi-
tors, as well as businesses, foundations, and religions organizations. At the
local level, the efforts focused on universities, institutes, policy forums, Ro-
tary Clubs, World Affairs Councils, and chambers of commerce. Kissinger’s
State Department hoped to reinvigorate these organizations by choosing them
as forums for his speeches, even if, as perhaps was unrealized at the time,
these kinds of associations had begun to dwindle in influence in the late
1960s.37 In 1975, for instance, Kissinger spoke at meetings of the Ameri-
can Bar Association, the American Society of Newspaper Editors, and the
National Press Club, plus the World Affairs Councils of Los Angeles, St.
Louis, and Pittsburgh, as well as the Kansas City International Relations
Council, the University of Wisconsin’s Institute of World Affairs, the Upper
Midwest Council, a Combined Service Club luncheon in Houston, cham-
bers of commerce in Atlanta and Cincinnati, the Economic Club of Detroit,
and a Southern Commodity Producers’ Conference.38 The State Department
presumed that these groups, many of them descendants of organizations first
created after the debate over the League of Nations—an irony, given Kissinger’s
supposed crusade against Wilsonianism—could once again form the basis of
consensus.39

36. Transcript of Kissinger–Jerry Bremer telephone call, 9 July 1975, in DNSA/KA13820; and State
to Secretary Aircraft, “Minneapolis, Milwaukee Trip for the Secretary from Bremer,” 9 July 1975, in
NARA, RG 59, Central Foreign Policy Files, 1973–1976, Access to Archival Databases, Doc. No.
1975STATE161351, http://aad.archives.gov/aad/series-list.jsp?cat = WR43 (hereinafter cited in the
form: AAD/1975STATE161351).

37. See, generally, Robert D. Putnam, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community
(New York: Simon & Schuster, 2000), pp. 58–64.

38. “Secretary of State Henry Kissinger’s Public Addresses during the Ford Administration,”
in Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library (GRFPL), Digital Collections (DC), available online at
http://ford.utexas.edu/library/document/dosb/addresses.pdf.

39. The Council on Foreign Relations aside, these groups are woefully understudied by historians.
However, see Inderjeet Parmar, Foundations of the American Century: The Ford, Carnegie, and Rockefeller
Foundations in the Rise of American Power (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012), pp. 65–96;
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Consensus was important not just at home. A strong domestic position,
Kissinger believed, would give him diplomatic advantages and would encour-
age the leaders of the Soviet Union to come to agreements. Kissinger took
every opportunity to show them that he remained popular and that détente
would outlast the 1976 election. In discussions with Leonid Brezhnev in
1974, Kissinger flipped the argument he later made in his memoirs. He drew
a straight line from having an approval rating hovering around 80 percent to
being “extremely effective” in domestic debate. He could, he told the Soviet
leader, have a “big impact” at home, “perhaps more than the President because
I’m not considered a partisan political figure.” With that confidence, he told
Brezhnev that he sought to “provoke a confrontation at an early date on foreign
policy,” for once he could “identify a candidate with an issue,” he could “be
very effective for a candidate—or against.” Moreover, he thought he could go
beyond politics:

Kissinger: Do you agree with my analysis?

Dobrynin: Yes. But it’s not a question of the election, really, but of a public issue.

Kissinger: Yes, if I have a public issue, I’ll almost certainly win.40

By May 1975, Kissinger was telling Gromyko not to worry. “When I travel,”
he said, “and I’m not a Presidential candidate, I draw very large crowds. It
shows something about the mood of the country.”41 He continued to tie his
personal fate, and the fate of his philosophy, to that of détente generally.
Nevertheless, Soviet fears continued to grow throughout 1976, particularly as
SALT II negotiations dragged on.

Kissinger’s hopes for renewed consensus were complex. The State Depart-
ment hoped to seal off foreign policy from domestic debate in an election
year but knew that greater support was necessary to achieve specific diplo-
matic goals. Kissinger believed that ending the war in Vietnam would allow
reconciliation, that his speeches fulfilled a demand for transparency, and that
a national consensus could be built locally. He also sought to wind down the
Cold War through agreements with Moscow, thereby attenuating the image
of external threat and the crisis atmosphere that had sustained the supposed

Robert A. Divine, Second Chance: The Triumph of Internationalism in America during World War II (New
York: Atheneum, 1971), p. 628; and Michael Wala, The Council on Foreign Relations and American
Foreign Policy in the Early Cold War (Providence: Berghahn, 1994).

40. “Memorandum of Conversation,” 24 October 1974, in FRUS, 1974–1976, Vol. XVI, pp. 198–199;
emphasis added.

41. Transcript of Gromyko-Kissinger meeting, 20 May 1975, in DNSA/KT01631.
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consensus in the first place. Confronted with a changing domestic and inter-
national atmosphere, he continued to offer a message of realism and limits
that, as he regularly admitted, required the public’s total trust in him alone.

What about the content of the speeches? Other historians have spent a
great deal of time on Kissinger’s ideas, so an extended analysis is not necessary
here. However, specific subjects became the focus of the State Department’s
meetings with the public and therefore deserve attention here Kissinger’s edu-
cational effort was historical in nature. Some historians, such as Robert Beisner,
have contended that Kissinger failed to learn the lessons he drew from his own
academic work on Lord Castlereagh, Klemens von Metternich, and Otto von
Bismarck of the need to create a moral consensus at home to go with the one
hoped for abroad.42 Yet this was also a broader failure of the past, insofar as
Kissinger attempted to win allegiance through what was effectively a high-
profile public history project. He told stories about the past that culminated
in his own actions, which he then projected into the future.

What was required, Policy Planning Staff director Lord wrote, was a
recognition of “the end of American innocence,” a growing up.43 Kissinger’s
histories argued that power politics had been inimical to Americans because
of luck rather than Providence. Shielded by the European states-system, two
oceans, and “the absence of direct threat from abroad,” Americans had de-
veloped assumptions contrary to what Kissinger considered to be the reality
of international politics. “We considered peace natural, stability normal, and
foreign involvement appropriate only so long as needed to remove some tem-
porary threat or disorder,” Kissinger said in San Francisco.44 As the United
States entered the world, commitments to law and morality developed under
free security had allowed Americans “to banish the reality of power.” Woodrow
Wilson had intervened in World War I to fight for “a universal moral objec-
tive,” and Franklin Roosevelt had fought World War II for “unconditional
surrender” rather than stability. That war had ensured a preponderance of
power so vast that it “convinced us that we could shape the globe according to
American design.”45 “We disparaged power even as we grew strong,” Kissinger
told the Synagogue Council of America, and “we tended to see our successes

42. Robert L. Beisner, “History and Henry Kissinger,” Diplomatic History, Vol. 14, No. 4 (October
1990), pp. 511–528.

43. Winston Lord, “ASNE Talking Points,” 13 April 1976, in NARA, RG 59, Lord Files, Box 357.

44. Address by Secretary Kissinger, “The Permanent Challenge of Peace: U.S. Policy toward the Soviet
Union,” 3 February 1976, in Department of State Bulletin, 23 February 1976, pp. 201–202.

45. Kissinger, “The Moral Foundations of Foreign Policy,” p. 163; and Kissinger, “The Permanent
Challenge of Peace,” p. 202.
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as the product not of fortunate circumstances but of virtue and purity of
motive.”46

Kissinger framed his speeches as if 1975 were a year akin to 1919, 1938,
or 1946, when “isolationism” seemed a serious threat.47 He insisted in Detroit
that an active world role was necessary, for “without us there can be no
security” and “without us there can be no hope for progress.”48 But this time
around, Americans had to enter a history the country had previously denied.
Power had become more diffuse among allies and foes, nuclear parity with
the Soviet Union had become a fact, the world economy had become more
interdependent, and decolonization meant that “the international system has
become truly global.” Now the United States had the small margin for error
commensurable with the experience of other states. At last, Kissinger insisted,
“we can neither escape from the world nor dominate it.”49 The time had come
to conduct foreign policy in the way Kissinger thought every great power had
always conducted it; indeed, how the first Americans had conducted it. “One
of the forgotten truths of our history,” he said in San Francisco, is that

our Founding Fathers were men of great sophistication in foreign affairs. They
understood the balance of power; they made use of the division of Europe
for the advantage of our own Revolution. They understood the need for a
strong executive to conduct the nation’s diplomacy. They grasped that America
required economic, political, and moral links with other nations. . . . In our age,
whose challenges are without precedent, we need once again the wisdom of our
Founding Fathers.50

In other words, Kissinger’s Founders (though he never specified which ones
he had in mind) understood everything that his congressional critics did not:
they were sophisticated because they pursued realism, whereas his opponents
were simplistic.51

46. Address by Secretary Kissinger, “Moral Promise and Practical Needs,” 19 October 1976, Department
of State Bulletin, 15 November 1976, p. 598.

47. On the perils of using “isolationism,” see Brooke L. Blower, “From Isolationism to Neutrality:
A New Framework for Understanding American Political Culture, 1919–1941,” Diplomatic History,
Vol. 38, No. 2 (April 2014), pp. 345–376. The important thing here is that contemporary policymakers
still thought within such terms.

48. Address by Secretary Kissinger, “Building an Enduring Foreign Policy,” 24 November 1975, in
Department of State Bulletin, 15 December 1975, p. 841.

49. Address by Secretary Kissinger, “The Future of America’s Foreign Policy,” 6 July 1976, in Department
of State Bulletin, 2 August 1976, pp. 154, 163.

50. Kissinger, “The Permanent Challenge of Peace,” p. 212. See also Kissinger, “The Moral Foundations
of Foreign Policy,” p. 163; and Kissinger, “Moral Promise and Practical Needs,” p. 598.

51. See Felix Gilbert, To the Farewell Address: Early Ideas of American Foreign Policy (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1961).
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Kissinger invoked the Founders in several speeches during the Bicenten-
nial year of 1976. More often than making the balance of power seem an
innate part of U.S. history, however, he used this point to insist on an end to
exceptionalism. There had been nothing special about American diplomacy
during the Revolution, and there was nothing special about it now. “We must
learn,” Kissinger said in Chicago, “to conduct foreign policy as other nations
throughout history have had to conduct it.” From now on, the United States
would be merely another great power. In turn, this meant that international
politics had to take priority over domestic affairs. Diplomacy could not, by
definition, be democratic. “Foreign policy,” Kissinger concluded, “must be
conducted not as a response to domestic passions.”52 Yet, Kissinger could
hardly insulate himself from those passions. In calling for them to end, he
was merely attempting to manipulate them. Moreover, in arguing that the
United States had to become just another country, he did not dare insist that
long-standing commitments to values needed to be tempered.

All this public history was a buildup to Kissinger’s political defense against
charges of immorality in policymaking, levied against him by opponents on
both left and right.53 How could power politics be kept moral? Kissinger
assured his audiences that he had made progress in areas of concern, such as
human rights. “As a consequence of improved foreign policy relationships,”
he suggested, talking days after Ford had publicly refused to meet with the
dissident author Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in July 1975, “we have successfully
used our influence to promote human rights.” The problem was, “we have done
so quietly, keeping in mind the delicacy of the problem and stressing results
rather than public confrontation.” How could this contradiction—the public
dissemination of a quiet diplomacy—be resolved? Kissinger’s elitism supplied
one answer. He constantly insisted that values ran from policymakers to society,
rather than from society to policymakers. Government owed Americans “an
articulation of the purposes which its policies are designed to serve,” he said,
and that articulation ought “to explain how our policies serve the American
people’s objectives.” Yet he also acknowledged to his audiences that they were

52. Kissinger, “The Future of America’s Foreign Policy,” p. 150. Lord better explained this history in
a private draft: “Isolationism and moralism were the product of our geopolitical position in the early
years of our history. Our high-profile world posture in the years after World War II was a natural
product of our overwhelming military, economic and political power, and our revulsion against Soviet
expansionism. Now we live in a more complex age, in which power has many dimensions, in which
there is substantial nuclear parity between the superpowers; we have smaller margin for error.” See
Lord, “ASNE Talking Points.”

53. For details, see Barbara Keys, Reclaiming American Virtue: The Human Rights Revolution of the
1970s (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2014).
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living in an era of insufficient faith in government. A new bipartisan consensus,
he and the State Department believed, would help solve this.54

But what if the people’s objectives and the policymakers’ values clashed, as
they seemed to daily in Congress’s battle with Kissinger? At a conference held
to celebrate the papal encyclical Pacem in terris in 1973, Kissinger returned to
a distinction between the statesman and the prophet that he had first used in
A World Restored.55 The outsider, he said, “demonstrates his morality by the
precision of his perceptions and the loftiness of his ideals,” but the policymaker
could implement only “a sequence of imperfections and partial solutions in
pursuit of his ideals.”56 By 1975, Kissinger was attacking “easy slogans” and
urging his audiences to “have the courage to face complexity and the inner
conviction to deal with ambiguity.” The key point was that “public postures”
ought to be no different from the realities of quotidian diplomacy.57

Kissinger, from his September 1973 meeting with Gromyko and Do-
brynin onward, could not vacate the rhetorical battlefield of morality. The
charge of immorality, of a lack of commitment to core values, was too dan-
gerous to leave unanswered. The problem was not that Kissinger did not see
absolute moral goals as the end of his policies. Rather, because he was anxious
to portray his policies as fit for a modern, changed world, he spent more time
discussing what was new and what had to be altered. The principal ideal that
Kissinger enunciated was that balance-of-power politics would lead to stability.
Attacking those who risked détente by reheating the Cold War, Kissinger told
a New York audience that “averting the danger of nuclear war” was “a moral
as well as a political act” and that future generations were owed “a peace more
hopeful than an equilibrium of terror.”58 More often, however, Kissinger spent
long minutes relating ends to means and discussing the difficulty of adhering
to moral absolutes in an international realm of sovereign states. Americans
needed to learn, Kissinger said, that there was an “inevitable and inescapable
tension between our moral aims, which of necessity are stated in universal
terms, and the constant imperative of choice that is imposed upon us by
competing goals and finite resources.”59

54. Kissinger, “The Moral Foundations of Foreign Policy,” p. 166.

55. Kissinger, A World Restored, pp. 316–329.

56. Address by Secretary of State Kissinger, “Moral Purposes and Policy Choices,” 8 October 1973, in
FRUS, Vol. XXXVIII, Pt. 1, p. 86.

57. Kissinger, “The Moral Foundations of Foreign Policy,” p. 167.

58. Kissinger, “Moral Promise and Practical Needs,” pp. 598–601.

59. Ibid., p. 604.
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Kissinger rarely stated moral aims in those “universal terms.” Faced with
political pressure, he attempted to explain the moral core of realism rather than
accept, as an earlier generation of realists had, that such an explanation was
untenable in mass politics. In the tradition of Hans Morgenthau and many
others, the realism to which Kissinger subscribed postulated international
politics as a realm unto itself, to be conducted by elites insulated from domestic
politics.60 This was in itself a moral endeavor.61 For such realists, there would
always be the reality of power politics on the one hand and Nixon’s malarkey
on the other. If we are to grant John Mearsheimer’s premise that many U.S.
policymakers have actually been realists (which is highly debatable), those
realists realized that ordinary citizens would be “hostile to realism because it
clashes with their basic values.” A “discernible gap” therefore separated “public
rhetoric from the actual conduct of American foreign policy.”62 Kissinger
refused to accept the need for such a gap, pushing into the public domain a
paradigm of international relations that had never been designed to appeal to
domestic constituencies—indeed, had been designed with quite the opposite
in mind. That contradiction helps to explain how Kissinger could seek public
support but balk at public input into policy.

Kissinger’s “philosophical” speeches, covered by local journalists on occa-
sion but generally kept under the radar, were unlikely to be means commen-
surate with the ends desired. They eschewed ideological language and threat
inflation, two methods traditionally deployed by U.S. policymakers to gar-
ner public support.63 Although the research of George Edwards and others is
aimed at measuring short-term impact rather than broader efforts, their work
shows that not even nationally broadcast presidential speeches tend to change
opinion in a lasting way.64 Moreover, Kissinger’s speeches were not intended
to promote a single path. That, after all, would deny the complexity that a
realist future would ensure. Kissinger raised questions, but he left the answers
to others.

60. Hans Morgenthau, Politics among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace (New York: Knopf,
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The Town Meetings

The “heartland” effort truly began only in the summer of 1975, when domes-
tic opposition to détente began to jeopardize core policies and Ford’s chances
of reelection. By November of that year, détente had reached a crisis point
at home, just as events around the world suggested it was tottering abroad.
South Vietnam had collapsed, and the Middle East peace process was failing.
A narrative was developing that had the Soviet Union getting the better end of
the 1975 Helsinki Accords. Communist forces were gaining ground in Angola.
Most worryingly for Ford, Ronald Reagan was about to declare his presidential
candidacy. On 4 November, the president shifted course to the right on foreign
policy, largely at the behest of his chief of staff, Donald Rumsfeld. After Rums-
feld took James Schlesinger’s job as Secretary of Defense and Dick Cheney was
promoted to Rumsfeld’s old role in the White House, Kissinger was removed as
National Security Adviser. Kissinger was partly blamed for the botched move,
which was quickly dubbed the “Halloween Massacre,” a supposed counterpart
to Nixon’s desperate “Saturday Night Massacre” of October 1973.65 Kissinger
remained Secretary of State, but had lost personal and bureaucratic ground,
even if his policies seemed safer with Schlesinger’s departure.

Whether Kissinger’s policies were truly at fault was uncertain. The noun
“détente” seemed to be under pressure as much as the policy itself. In Kissinger’s
first major appearance after the reshuffle, in Pittsburgh on 11 November 1975,
he disavowed détente as “a word I would like to forget.”66 The next day, a Ford
campaign adviser, Robert Teeter, told Cheney that “détente is a particularly
unpopular idea with most Republican primary voters and the word is worse.
We ought to stop using the word whenever possible.”67 For those primary
voters, the noun suggested that the United States was a second-class power,
one acting without principles in the world, precisely the line of criticism that
Reagan’s supporters managed to write into the party platform at the convention
in 1976. The White House (although not yet the State Department) dropped
the word “détente” for party political reasons, but Kissinger publicly kept up
the pretense that “so far as it depends on me, foreign policy will not be a
partisan issue.”68

65. Kissinger, Years of Renewal, pp. 837–843; Hanhimäki, A Flawed Architect, pp. 427–443; and Zelizer,
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At this point Kissinger continued to believe, based largely on polling
data and the audience reception of his speeches, that the backlash against
détente did not represent public opinion generally. After his Pittsburgh speech,
for instance, he telephoned Lord to tell him “the public mood is still very
favorable.”69 Favored pollsters, too, suggested that he remained personally
popular. In October 1975, Lou Harris painted a particularly rosy picture for
Kissinger, one that separated his favorability ratings from those of Ford.70 Al-
though the margins of error were large, polls even in February 1976 suggested
that Kissinger’s favorability remained over 50 percent, although his negative
numbers had grown with time. In January 1976, Gallup placed Kissinger at
48 percent/37 percent (positive/negative), whereas in April 1975 he had been
at 55 percent/25 percent. Harris polls showed much less of a change over
the winter. In August 1975 Harris ranked Kissinger at 56 percent/40 percent,
in September 1975 at 63 percent/31 percent, and in February 1976 at 58
percent/37 percent. All of these statistics were a downturn from the high-
point of May 1974, when Harris reported Kissinger’s ratings as 85 percent/10
percent.71

Personal polling masked internal and external troubles, however. In
November 1975 the Policy Planning Staff (PPS) began to question Kissinger’s
methods and messaging in such strong terms that Lord, when he received
the staff’s assessments, kept their “not exactly overwhelming” response away
from Kissinger’s desk. Détente dominated their fears. The PPS said it was “un-
easy and/or unenthusiastic” about the entire policy and that “the line of most
détente critics in the public and Congress is not far off target.”72 Moreover, the
Moscow embassy reported growing apprehension within the Kremlin about
“what they consider to be the growing chorus of anti-Soviet and anti-détente
sentiments being expressed, and worried about the impact which our election
campaign may have on US-Soviet relations.”73 Although the PPS and Moscow
agreed that continuing international difficulties played some role in détente’s
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troubles, both also agreed that the major problem facing U.S. foreign policy
globally was its domestic base. Urging Kissinger to move “beyond détente” in
December, Lord wrote that the State Department needed to “make a major
effort to clarify what has and has not so far been achieved.” To create the
“broad domestic political consensus” that was required, “we should drop the
abstract term ‘détente’ from our public lexicon.”74

The result was inaction. Four months after the reshuffle, Lord again
bemoaned a failure to consider “how we might best manage the fundamental
domestic challenges of Congressional relations and the public dialogue.”75 A
PPS global policy review conducted at the start of 1976 made the depth of the
political problem clear. “We had a sound structure,” it assumed, but “we now
risk losing it.” Conducting “an activist public affairs effort this year” might
prove dangerous, for it “could trigger partisan debate on some of the building
blocks of policy.” But the situation had become so dire that the danger lay not
in observing nonpartisan “proprieties” but in a continuation of “a relatively
timid and defensive posture which will invite the scorn of potential supporters
while leaving the field to critics.” A consensus “frayed” by a “decade of travail
over Indochina, Watergate, and other shocks to our political system” needed
quickly to be rebuilt.76

Kissinger in his memoirs writes that once the “national consensus” on
foreign relations “broke down”—as late as the summer of 1974, in his view—he
found himself trapped between two political movements. A resurgent “old left”
chastised him for “inadequate attention to human rights,” and a “new right,”
composed largely of neoconservatives, attacked détente with the Soviet Union
as “bad policy” compounded by “French terminology.”77 (Both sets of critics
used moral language against him.) At the time, however, the State Department
thought it had much greater room for maneuver. In its contribution to the
policy review, the Bureau of Public Affairs presumed that the economy would
be the electorate’s focus and that, paradoxically, consensus might therefore be
quietly rebuilt. Deploying Kissinger’s usual distinction between sophisticated
realism and black-and-white moralism, Deputy Assistant Secretary Charles

74. “Memorandum from the Director of the Policy Planning Staff (Lord) to Secretary of State
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Bray presumed that “Americans are now desirous, and in any event are capable
(if properly addressed), of examining complex issues in nuanced and non-
simplistic terms.” Spoken to as equals, they would be receptive to Kissinger’s
message. Although the PPS presumed that “we do not possess much active
support on any of the key issues,” that did not necessarily mean there was
no support at all. Yet the only remedy prescribed to uncover this backing was
the continuation of Kissinger’s speeches with a “historically grounded” and
“explicitly Bicentennial flavor.” Crucially, Kissinger was to “eschew solutions,”
posing only “questions and alternatives.”78 Why such recommendations had
not worked to this point was not, judging by the available evidence, even
considered.

Meanwhile, the department decided to find out what was wrong in as
nonpartisan a manner as possible. As the reshuffle controversy wound down,
Lord and Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs John Reinhardt proposed an
unprecedented effort to understand détente’s problems, suggesting a series
of meetings across the country organized by local foreign policy groups and
attended by foreign service officers. Announcing the meetings in Pittsburgh
on 12 November, Kissinger presented them as nonpartisan, telling the press
(truthfully) that “nobody in the White House even knows that we have set
these workshops up.” To neuter any political opposition, and as an honest
reflection of their purpose, he suggested that the policy forums were related to
his historical concerns:

I know that all of you have read my doctoral dissertation—which is more than I
can say—and so you know that I have always been concerned with the relationship
between public support and the conduct of foreign policy. . . . And we have now
started a program by which my colleagues will be going to various cities to discuss
a variety of topics.79

The meetings were, Kissinger said, an “evolution” of the “heartland” effort,
and indeed four of the five cities involved had already received speech visits
from him.80 They therefore provided a unique way to assess Kissinger’s success,
although publicly that rationale was only implicit.

Lord led the organization of the meetings, in conjunction with traveling
teams from the Bureau of Public Affairs.81 Kissinger had little to do with
how and when the meetings were set up, but the political context of the
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previous months meant they were burdened with a set of expectations. Public
opinion outside Washington was still presumed to be on Kissinger’s side. Just
like the speeches, the meetings were explicitly designed to encourage “the re-
creation of a national foreign policy ‘establishment’ and the invigoration of
the private organizational infrastructure.”82 Three of the meetings took place
in association with World Affairs Councils, the first in Pittsburgh in February,
then in Portland and San Francisco in early April. Kissinger had spoken to two
of the Councils in the months leading up to the town meetings, in Pittsburgh
in November, and in San Francisco in February. The two other meetings, held
in late April, were sponsored by the Institute of World Affairs of the University
of Wisconsin at Milwaukee and the World Affairs Center of the University
of Minnesota, in conjunction with the Upper Midwest Council. Kissinger
had visited both cities at the opening of the “heartland” tour proper, in July
1975. Each of these organizations was keen to host a meeting, as they hoped
such events might rekindle interest in their regular programs. Each also used
discussion kits created not by the State Department but by the Foreign Policy
Association in New York. State Department officials assumed that such groups
could still, as in the past, underpin a future consensus. Moreover, the officials
hoped that attendees, who would already be interested in foreign policy, would
be predisposed to understand and agree with contemporary diplomacy.83

The department also tried to ensure that it heard representative views,
knowing that the forums’ participants were likely to include local elites. The
Minneapolis organizers, for instance, went beyond their usual membership to
invite local business, labor, and religious leaders, as well as representatives of
minorities, educators, consumer groups, “dissenters,” and even “silent majority
type[s].”84 While the meetings were explicitly designed to go beyond opinion
poll data—as polls “do not register the intensity of people’s views” and do not
“give respondents a chance to articulate the question on their minds”—polls
were still used to gain a broader understanding of local opinion.85 Telephone
surveys of 300–400 people took place shortly before the meetings. The same
officers who attended the town halls appeared on evening television, taking
questions posed by local residents. Press coverage was encouraged on radio
and television and in regional newspapers. But the State Department tried to
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organize the meetings quickly and without much national attention in order
to ensure that “this project be divorced—in fact and in perception—from the
primary and general elections of 1976.”86 The election, in this case, forced the
effort to build public support to be small in scale and quiet of tone.

The agenda at each location was shaped somewhat by local concerns,
but each featured four topics of discussion: relations with the Soviet Union;
relations with the developing world; the role of values or morality in foreign
policy; and the nature of the national interest. At the two Midwestern meetings,
the third and fourth topics were combined, at local request, to make room
for another panel on agricultural policy. The department also had specific
questions and motives that it wanted to explore. In an age in which foreign
policy was “increasingly having a real impact on the daily lives of all of us,”
Lord wrote to the World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh, “we need to know
much more precisely than in the past where our countrymen stand—what
their interests and priorities are, where the limits of policy lie, what policy
directions will (or will not) be supported.” To that end, the PPS provided
local organizers with pages of questions, pages indicative both of how deep
their investigation was intended to go and of how anxious the department
was. Some seemed basic: “What do you see as the content of ‘détente’ with
the Soviet Union?” Others were more explicitly geared to discover how far
Kissinger had educated the public. Thus, even Kissinger’s lifelong research
questions were phrased in a way that recalled the speeches:

Can foreign and domestic policy be governed by similar values and priorities?

What trade-offs between morality and pragmatism would you make for the sake
of national security and peace?

What lessons from the past thirty years of American foreign policy would you
like to see applied to our present foreign policy?87

The questions betrayed a sense of exasperation too. The gap between “the ex-
ecutive and the people,” Bray said publicly, “is no longer tolerable.”88 Whether
the State Department was even asking the right questions was also an is-
sue. A simple yet profound inquiry summarized the entire process: “What do
Americans want their diplomacy to achieve?”89
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At the first meeting in Pittsburgh, on 18 February, the answers to these
questions came as a shock. Pennsylvania was a state that Ford later won in
the Republican primaries by 88 points on 27 April and only narrowly lost to
Carter in the general election. Yet the meeting there was a confirmation of
everything the department feared.

The sessions began with multiple workshops at the William Penn Hotel,
prefacing a plenary session in which rapporteurs and department officials took
part in a wide-ranging discussion. A special two-hour program on WQED-TV
featured State Department officers and community representatives.90 Some of
the country’s most senior career diplomats attended, including Lord, Eagle-
burger (Kissinger’s executive secretary and later secretary of state himself ), and
two assistant secretaries, Samuel Lewis and George Vest. All were invested
in détente, but not politically, and Lord and Eagleburger especially shared
Kissinger’s realism.

“Pittsburghers do not understand many of the bedrock premises on which
our foreign policy is based,” the postmortem report acknowledged. “The De-
partment as a whole has not come to grips with a fairly serious communications
problem”—so much so that the local residents expressed a “fair amount of
pleased surprise” at the officials’ visit.91 At root was a fundamental mispercep-
tion of mood. Kissinger’s efforts were based on the assumption that the trauma
of the late 1960s and early 1970s had ended, but attendees in Pittsburgh were
not so sure. According to the report, “there emerged expressions of weariness,
self-blame and self-criticism, all of which contrasted with a strong desire to
feel confident of the rightness and rectitude of our foreign policy objectives.”
The report expressed relief that this diffidence had not spawned a renewed
“isolationist” impulse, but the existence of the sentiments was itself a sobering
revelation for the State Department officials, one notably unconnected from
specific policy causes or indeed recommendations. Yet a language of morality
seemed to hide uncertainty over what being “moral” might look like:

As the rapporteur for this session noted, “Americans want to stand for the right
thing—even when they’re not sure what the right thing is.” We were struck by
how little consensus there seemed to be in Pittsburgh on “what the right thing is.”

The fact that moral guidance was required was a confirmation that Kissinger
had not provided it. The education effort had failed in other ways too.

90. Program for “Pittsburgh Forum on Foreign Policy,” in NARA, RG 59, Lord Files, Box 358.

91. State to Secretary, “Verbatim Text: Principal Findings from Pittsburgh ‘Town Meeting’ on Foreign
Policy,” 16 September 1976, in AAD/1976STATE229191 (all subsequent references are to this copy).
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Continuing but muted anti-Communism meant that Pittsburghers (as ex-
pressed by a show of hands) felt that “détente is working more in the Soviet
Union’s interest than in ours.” At the same time, they expressed the “unan-
imous opinion that dialogue must be maintained.” Détente bemused the
participants.

Eagleburger and Lord left Pittsburgh thoroughly disheartened. When they
were in Pennsylvania, Kissinger was touring Latin America and was under
particularly strong attack at home. The U.S. Senate terminated military aid
to Chile, as Senator Edward Kennedy delivered a floor speech denouncing the
Chilean military junta’s human rights violations and lamenting the “failure of
American foreign policy in recent times.”92 A report inThe New York Times
crowed that Kissinger’s hosts saw him as a “Lame-Duck Secretary.”93 Things
looked so bleak that another realist prone to despondency, George Kennan,
felt moved to write to Kissinger, describing him as a “victim to the injustice of
those who make what is called public opinion in this country” and assuring
him that “you will go down as one of the really great figures of this century.”94

Eagleburger and Lord were not so sure. In a memorandum to Kissinger—
“Subject: The Future”—Eagleburger emphasized that the situation was not
“irreparably lost.” Yet “détente is in trouble and consequently you, because
you are so closely identified with it, are also in trouble.” The experience
in Pittsburgh, far more than political debate, opinion polls, or the world
situation, drove this home: if elite and public opinion had ever been separate,
they had now merged. Eagleburger underlined this with remarkable frankness.
The root of Kissinger’s problems was not a matter of policy or of specific
diplomatic failures. Ordinary citizens seemed to have no grasp of that. Values
were the issue. “You have,” Eagleburger wrote, “begun to lose your ability
to communicate with the American people.” Pittsburgh had underscored the
“critical” point, which Eagleburger had confirmed in talks with James Reston
and others, that Americans genuinely felt they had “lost the ‘moral’ basis of
our foreign policy.” “We stand for nothing,” Eagleburger surmised, “and are
in a totally pragmatic and opportunistic mode.” What Kissinger lacked was

the Kennedyesque moralism which Americans so like and which gives us a sense
of purpose and uniqueness. In a sense we are tired of making money, making
love, and making do; I suspect there is a certain subliminal sense of shame over

92. Johnson, Congress and the Cold War, pp. 228–229.

93. Juan de Onis, “His Hosts See Him as a Lame-Duck Secretary,” The New York Times, 22 February
1976, p. E2.

94. Eagleburger to Kissinger, “Letter from George Kennan,” 22 February 1976, in AAD/
1976STATE042877.
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what we seem to have become and a largely unconscious seeking for the moral
simplicities of the past.95

Political critics were thus not the only ones to use the language of immorality
against Kissinger. As Eagleburger concluded: “You have great trouble in talking
to the American people about these moral verities, but they hunger for it and
I think we continue to ignore it at our peril.”

Lord, though more ingratiating, actually went further, capitulating to
what Eagleburger called Kissinger’s “lame duck syndrome.” Given Kissinger’s
failure to rethink his public posture since November 1975, Lord by February
1976 was looking for ways to explain that the public and especially local elites
no longer supported the secretary of state. Hence, the Pittsburgh meeting
served a purpose not envisioned when Lord first raised the issue. For Lord, it
demonstrated that “even leadership groups”—the very people the Bureau of
Public Affairs hoped were sophisticated enough to spark the creation of a new
consensus—“do not understand what we are about, despite your monumen-
tal efforts.” All Kissinger could do now was “elevate the national dialogue,”
even “help repair a national consensus for future Administrations of whatever
stripe.” For the rest of 1976, Lord argued, efforts should be directed primarily
to the history books.96 Nothing else could be done.

The first meeting was all that Eagleburger and Lord needed to confirm
what they suspected, but four more meetings remained. Even if the particpants
phrased their criticisms in language they knew well from Kissinger’s foes, the
reports provide one of the few ways in which we as historians might assess
the reaction to Kissinger outside of the political realm.97 The most basic
point is that the Kissinger was hasty in interpreting public uncertainty in
an internationalist-isolationist frame. Ordinary U.S. citizens as well as elites
wanted to play a role in the world. In San Francisco, the officials were pleased
to note a “widespread realization that the overriding interest of this country is

95. “Memorandum from the Secretary of State’s Executive Assistant (Eagleburger) to Secretary of State
Kissinger,” pp. 377–379.

96. Lord to Kissinger, “Your Speeches in 1976.”

97. Alfred L. Atherton, John E. Reinhardt, Jack F. Matlock, Jr., and James A. Placke to Kissinger, “Prin-
cipal Findings from Minneapolis ‘Town Meeting’ on Foreign Policy,” 24 June 1976, in AAD/P760104–
1427; William E. Schaufele, Samuel W. Lewis, John A. Armitage, and William H. Luer to Kissinger,
“Principal Findings from San Francisco ‘Town Meeting’ on Foreign Policy,” 30 April 1976, in
AAD/P760068–2466; William E. Schaufele, Samuel W. Lewis, John A. Armitage, and William H.
Luer to Henry Kissinger, “Principal Findings from Portland ‘Town Meeting’ on Foreign Policy,” 30
April 1976, in RG 59, Records of Henry Kissinger, 1973–77, Lot File 91D414, Box 1; and Alfred
L. Atherton, John E. Reinhardt, Jack F. Matlock, Jr., and James A. Placke to Kissinger, “Principal
Findings from Milwaukee ‘Town Meeting’ on Foreign Policy,” 4 June 1976, in AAD/P760092–1668.
All quotations from the reports are from these copies.
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to play a leading role” and that “it may well be that we are beginning to recover
from the withdrawal and denigration that were consequences of the Vietnam
trauma.” Broader opinion polls confirmed this internationalist tendency. In
San Francisco and Minneapolis, 67 percent of people polled disagreed when
asked whether “this country would be better off if we stayed home and did
not concern ourselves with the rest of the world,” and in Portland, Oregon the
percentage was only slightly lower.

The question was what kind of role the public wanted the United States
to play, and on this issue its sentiments seemed far more malleable. There were
hints that the public might accept some kind of realism. Attendees expressed
clear preferences for the United States to avoid intervening in other countries’
affairs, preferences that cut across similar ones for the promotion of human
rights. But Kissinger’s realism was based primarily on his relationship with the
Soviet Union, and, worryingly for the department, the public seemed deeply
confused about this. Anti-Communism, the evidence made clear, was still
widely shared in U.S. society. In each of the polls except that taken in San
Francisco, at least 60 percent ranked “stopping the spread of communism” as
“very important.” Respondents in the polls feared Communism, and they still
wanted to do something about it. Like Kissinger, they agreed that the threat
of nuclear war necessitated efforts to reduce tensions. Yet at least 50 percent
in those same polls believed “we cannot trust the Russians.” These two fears,
of Communism and of war, perplexed the department’s officials:

Nuclear war is inconceivable and must be avoided; cold war is unacceptable
and every effort should be made to avoid it. . . . We need to remain militarily
strong, but the military budget is probably higher than it need be. We should
not be overly trusting of Soviet intentions, but we need to push harder on arms
reductions.

Reconciling all of this was not possible via the high-wire that Kissinger himself
had sought to tread in the face of supposedly simplistic political opposition.

The meetings revealed that the public knew little about specific policies
and thus could not object to them. Questions remained that indicated partic-
ipants’ uncertainty, as the reports from Minnesota noted: “Were we militarily
strong enough? How strong was enough? What were our long-range policy
objectives vis-à-vis the Russians? What had our negotiations achieved thus
far? Were we ‘giving away’ too much—and for what end?” The reports from
Milwaukee suggested that Kissinger’s policy of linkage gave the impression
not only that the United States was in a purely reactive posture but also that,
despite the importance of anti-Communism, the administration “defined its
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objectives too much in terms of countering the Soviet Union.” Few understood
what Kissinger was trying to do.

Of all these contradictions, one was deemed especially important. In Mil-
waukee and Minneapolis, 71 percent and 82 percent of respondents thought
that relations with the Soviet Union were either improving or remaining the
same. Only 16 percent and 13 percent, respectively, thought relations were
worsening. However, when the foreign service officers pressed attendees about
the reasons for the improvement, few were prepared to attribute such progress
to détente. The general improvement in relations was, somehow, detached in
the public mind from that word and policy. This dynamic was observed on
two levels.

First, the public did not understand what détente was. According to the
report from Milwaukee: “Half of those polled, [when] asked what they thought
‘détente’ meant, had no answer.” In Pittsburgh, the poll and meetings revealed
“widespread incomprehension of what détente means as a policy.” The public
in Minneapolis did “not have an understanding of the premises and objectives
of our policy toward the Soviet Union.” They wondered whether détente
was “a synonym for ‘coexistence’”—as Kissinger had said it was in November
1975—or whether it “represented a genuine departure from earlier policy.”98

Second, despite the general progress the public saw in relations with
Moscow, many believed that détente was working in one direction only. In
Pittsburgh, there was a “general feeling that, whatever détente was, the balance
of benefits it had produced favored the Soviet Union.” Communist advances
in the Third World, particularly in Angola and Vietnam, were the result of “a
laxity on our part attributable to détente,” suggested attendees in Milwaukee.
Détente may be “undefinable,” reported the officers who attended the San
Francisco meeting, “but more efforts should be made by the State Department
to clarify its meaning and implication.” Kissinger had failed to get his message
across. When Carter declared that détente was “a policy without focus,” one
“not understood by the people,” he tapped into a deep wellspring of opinion.99

Likewise, Ronald Reagan was working on fertile ground when he argued that
détente was a “one-way street.”100

Could the State Department have overcome these misunderstandings?
The officials who attended the meetings retained some optimism but thought

98. “Question and Answers Following the Secretary’s Pittsburgh Address,” p. 767.

99. Robert D. Schulzinger, Henry Kissinger: Doctor of Diplomacy (New York: Oxford University Press,
1989), p. 231.

100. Kissinger, Years of Renewal, p. 841.
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the odds were not good for reasons that went beyond détente or even foreign
policy. Disapproval of the specifics of diplomacy was overwhelmed by a vehe-
ment displeasure not just with the State Department but with government as
a whole. The Portland meeting suggested a “generalized disenchantment with
government institutions from which the Department also suffers.” Oregonians
felt “that ‘we’ in Washington simply have not appeared to be animated in the
last decade or so by the same root sense of right and wrong as ‘they’ elsewhere
in the country.” Even the “sophisticated citizens” who attended the Milwau-
kee meeting had their views of foreign policy “colored—perhaps we should
say discolored—by the cumulative impact of the news about malfeasance in
government,” and so “they were in outspoken agreement on their distrust of
government.”

State Department officials took a strange satisfaction from this implica-
tion that opposition to détente was part of a broader problem, one linked
most obviously to Watergate, domestic surveillance, the Pentagon Papers, and
the revelations about covert action from the Church and Pike Committees.
(Strong majorities of poll respondents in the Midwest and on the West Coast
expressed disapproval of secret action to help overthrow a foreign government,
even if it was “unfriendly” or “communist,” and many participants in the
meetings thought that arms sales undermined the country’s moral cause.) The
Ford administration recognized this larger issue, seeing it as broadly societal
rather than merely political. The electorate, Teeter wrote, was “more alienated
and more cynical than at any point in modern time,” a cynicism “directed at all
major institutions,” from governments to department stores.101 An opportu-
nity thus presented itself. At issue, the Milwaukee report said, was “a problem
of more than factual communication and a problem that undoubtedly extends
beyond the State Department.” The government as a whole would have to un-
dertake “the slow national process of rebuilding public confidence in both the
intentions and the competence of its public servants.” The public, according
to the San Francisco report, “not only wants to be heard by us, but also wants
to hear from us.” Ordinary citizens felt they had a right to know how and why
foreign policy was being conducted, and to have input into that process.

Perhaps the remedy Lord proposed to Kissinger’s dilemma—more
speeches—was therefore a plausible way to overcome some of the distrust
in government officials and to explain policy in the process. The attendees,
however, connected their cynicism to détente, less in terms of precise policies

101. Teeter to Cheney, 12 November 1975.
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than of atmospherics. If the participants did not trust government officials,
how could they trust Kissinger’s quiet negotiations, especially with a Soviet
Union they deeply feared and mistrusted? Public faith in Kissinger had pre-
viously been insulated from the general fallout of Watergate by diplomatic
successes and his reputation for expertise. But over time that faith plummeted,
as national opinion polls showed. According to Gallup’s “State of the Nation”
polls, 24 percent of Americans in April 1974 trusted the government to handle
international affairs “a great deal.” By June 1976, that figure was 8 percent.
Those answering “not very much” doubled to 33 percent.102

On a much smaller scale, attendees at the meetings connected the broad,
unspecific plea for greater morality in government to a dismayed aversion
to Kissinger’s methods and his supposed abdication of the country’s moral
mission. The Oregonians claimed “bewilderment as to what this country
stands for.” Revelations about covert action and what was perceived as
a lax attitude toward human rights combined, tarnishing “the self-image
many Americans hold of this country as exercising moral leadership on
promoting human dignity,” the Wisconsin meeting revealed. In Minneapolis,
participants felt that “we sell our ideals short” and that “too often and too
readily . . . we have settled for the expedient alternative.” “We know what kind
of people we are,” one journalist stated in Portland, “but does the government
know?”

The participants in these events, however, were not naı̈ve. To emphasize
to them how difficult conducting (rather than talking about) a “moral” foreign
policy might be, the State Department officials asked them to weigh the means
and ends of decisions they faced daily. The participants struggled with this
question but insisted that that was not the point. Practicalities had to be
subjugated to some form of moral reckoning. There was, the report from
Minneapolis noted, “a deep desire that policymakers wrestle with these moral
considerations more vigorously—and more visibly.” The participants wanted
to see the difficulty, to share the experience, collectively. The report from
Oregon affirmed: “Difficult as it may be to fuse immediate, pragmatic means
with long-range, idealistic ends, it was part of the policy-maker’s task not only
to make the effort but to make it in ways perceptible to the public whose
support he sought.” As if to allay doubts about the veracity of the findings,
the report concluded: “we heard this expressed with a maximum of sincerity
and a minimum of cynicism.”

102. Answers to “State of the Nation 1974,” USGALLUP.74POTC.Q43, in iPoll Databank; and
“State of the Nation 1976,” USGALLUP.76POTM.Q17BB, in iPoll Databank.
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Conclusions

In a note to the local groups responsible for organizing the town meetings, an
official from the Bureau of Public Affairs wrote that the department wanted
to hear from “the voice of the turtle.”103 The reference was to the Song of
Solomon: “For, lo, the winter is past, the rain is over and gone; The flowers
appear on the earth; the time of the singing of birds is come, and the voice of
the turtle is heard in our land.”

The State Department’s hopes for a fresh start after the end of the war
in Vietnam and after the establishment of a new relationship with the Soviet
Union had been dashed by recent history. Seeking public direction as much
as public support, policymakers felt obliged to respond to a public desire for a
reassertion of absolute moral values. In this inchoate atmosphere, few had any
concrete sense of what being or looking more “moral” would be like. If their
efforts of previous years had failed, State Department officials at least took
consolation from the fact that the public seemed pliable. The authors of the
Portland report averred that most people wanted “realism without ruthlessness
and idealism without self-abnegation.” Precisely what this meant, and how it
might be possible, was by no means clear.

The call for “morality” in policy was real, deep, and vague. Morality
had undergirded the widespread sentiment about foreign policy in the 1950s
whereby the United States was seen as uniquely blessed to lead a moral, free
world against atheistic Communism.104 After Vietnam and Watergate that
mission no longer seemed so straightforward, nor did the political or religious
landscapes from which it had emerged.105 Barbara Keys interprets the town
meetings as showing the centrality of human rights to this exceptionalist revolt
against détente, but a full reading of the reports reveals that “morality” and
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“human rights” were not necessarily the same thing.106 Moralism, as Kissinger
pejoratively called it, was far broader than just a call for human rights, although
a responsive foreign policy might include some commitment to spread and
support such rights. In some ways, human rights provided a link to the
mythical consensus of the 1950s, partly as a secularized form of the central
rallying points of the freedom of religion and worn popular clichés about
“the dignity of man under the Fatherhood of God.”107 Human rights were at
once distinctly American, certifiably universalist, and internationally valued.
Despite their enshrinement in the Helsinki Accords of which Kissinger was
otherwise so proud, he refused to take up their banner.108

Yet, as Samuel Moyn rightly points out, Kissinger spoke specifically about
human rights more frequently than Jimmy Carter did in the last six months
of 1976. Although Donald Fraser, Frank Church, and other Democratic sen-
ators and members of Congress had used human rights against Kissinger from
the autumn of 1973 onward, Carter’s campaign rhetoric was simply “a stand
for morality in general.”109 Reading the reports from the State Department’s
town meetings, with their unspecific pleas for righteousness, one can easily
see how this was a successful strategy. The papers currently available from
Carter’s campaign staff do not indicate that they used the State Department’s
reports, but it stretches credulity to imagine that they were unaware of them.
The reports were made available to local press soon after they were written,
and their findings received front-page coverage in The New York Times on
16 September 1976.110 Journalist Leslie Gelb, who became an assistant secre-
tary of state under Cyrus Vance, reported that a Kissinger subordinate who
thought they confirmed Carter’s critique of Kissinger had leaked the reports.
In large part they did offer confirmation, especially in the vagueness of their
criticisms.

The response of Kissinger and his staff to Gelb’s article shows the extent to
which they remained wedded to détente and, particularly, their explanation of

106. Keys, Reclaiming American Virtue, p. 221. Keys cites an article by correspondent Leslie Gelb in
The New York Times, rather than the reports themselves, which explains this point. See Leslie Gelb,
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its moral calculus. In one cable to Kissinger, junior officers wearily reminded
him that the reports suggested “we are neglecting morality, American princi-
ples, human rights, and so forth.” They were certain that such sentiments were
“not clearly related to the Secretary” and were “probably more an expression of
American idealism than a criticism of current policy.”111 Policy and “American
idealism” were to be kept separate, the latter to be dismissed with phrases such
as “and so forth.” When drafting a reply for Kissinger, Eagleburger merely
stressed that Kissinger had always emphasized “the need for an open and re-
sponsive foreign policy based on a broad bipartisan public consensus,” without
which he was certain “no foreign policy can be effective.”112 Preparing Ford for
the second campaign debate in early October, Kissinger showed that he still
feared any use of the reports. He suggested that Carter would “throw morality”
at Ford, “using the State Department surveys I took.” Deluding himself, he
insisted that “we asked for criticisms and that is what we got.” “It was a stupid
way for us to go at it,” Kissinger said, “but it shows our interest and a desire to
get the views of the people.”113 When those views clashed with his own even
after a prolonged education effort, Kissinger barely budged.

On a public relations level, the next decade of U.S. foreign policy might
be interpreted as an extended attempt to find a moral language befitting a
changing world role. Carter’s religious background and erstwhile commitment
to transparency worked during the election season but was insufficient as a
matter of governance. In the first months of his administration, the issue of
foreign policy consensus again came up. Unlike in previous years, however,
policymakers concluded that moral appeals would have to be the heart of efforts
to gain public support. (The Committee on the Present Danger, which was
publicly reconstituted shortly after Carter’s victory, came to the same opinion.)
A discourse of universal justice, the National Security Council concluded in
July 1977, would help “fulfill a moral obligation that we have incurred by
virtue of our heritage and values” and would strengthen “support for our
foreign policy by permitting the moral and ethical values of our people to
be reflected in that policy.”114 It was a policy, Carter told an audience at
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Notre Dame University in May, “that I hope will make you proud to be
Americans.”115 Yet Carter’s chief of staff, Hamilton Jordan, also took a realistic
view of “educating” a domestic audience in foreign policy. For Jordan, an
administration-wide restoration of public trust would be the most effective
way to gain the support of a public that had a “limited public understanding
of most foreign policy issues.” Policy as such was less important than the way
the public understood it. Hence Jordan made sure that Carter himself, rather
than Cyrus Vance, took responsibility for selling foreign policy.116

It is questionable whether a doctrine of human rights, with its inevitable
compromises, really served to create a new consensus, or even whether a
renewed thaw in relations with the Soviet Union and the accompanying moral
rhetoric Carter and Reagan deployed to justify it after 1978 served similar
purposes. Even with moral appeals, Carter struggled to gain support for his
foreign policies, as the near-debacle over the Panama Canal demonstrates. In
an era of increasing political polarization, and particularly with the potent
combination of increased congressional assertiveness after the late 1960s and
a shifting demographic, political, and ideological landscape, consensus of any
kind was largely out of reach. Increasingly, the very idea was rejected. On
all sides, however, whether the “new internationalists” on the Democratic
left, the emerging neoconservatives, or the Republican right, moral language
flourished.117

A few days before the second presidential debate in 1976, in which Ford
fatefully suggested that the Soviet Union did not dominate Eastern Europe,
Kissinger told the National Conference of Editorial Writers that he thought
he had made “a major effort” to explain U.S. foreign policy to the public.
According to notes made by the Ford campaign, Secretary Kissinger had ap-
peared before Congress 83 times, given 85 press conferences, and given 50
“formal speeches in every region of the U.S.”118 This was indeed a major ef-
fort, but it was not one suitable for its purpose. We look in vain for a carefully
constructed plan to gain domestic support, one significant and potent enough
to match what Kissinger was trying to do. He found that he could not just
talk a consensus into being, nor wish an organizational infrastructure into
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existence. When voters asked for a greater role for morality in the conduct
and presentation of policy and for recognition of the moral side of excep-
tionalism, Kissinger refused to compromise. Instead, he redoubled his efforts
to correct a “democratic society” that had a “historic [sic] way of looking at
international relations as a morality play.”119 In the first of his speeches after
the Pittsburgh meeting in February 1976, he dug in, asserting that his policy
was the only rational one and attacking with renewed vehemence the “orgy of
recrimination” and “present emotions” that had set détente off course.120 No
matter how much he pondered opinion polls and electoral statistics, timing
his diplomatic negotiations for maximum electoral effect, these were not the
actions of a secretary of state who was eager to align his language with public
views.121 If this was a crusade for realism, it was a crusade without an order of
battle.

What we face, then, is a bundle of contradictions. Kissinger thought
the “most important task” of the Nixon and Ford administrations was “psy-
chological” and “pedagogical,” but his baseline—both contemporary and
historiographical—remained aristocracy rather than the mass democracy that
realists had traditionally viewed with misgivings.122 He knew that his educa-
tion effort was destined to provoke domestic opposition, and he construed
the opposition as evidence that he must try harder. Needing domestic support
to convince the Soviet Union to commit to further negotiations, he further
antagonized his domestic base. Proposing what he considered to be a radi-
cal overhaul of the discourse of U.S. foreign policy, Kissinger believed that a
period of collapsed public faith in institutions (especially foreign policy insti-
tutions) was the best time to do it. He and the State Department tried harder
to create support for détente than previously realized. But the department was
hamstrung by its commitment to nonpartisan status, as well as a failure to
institutionalize public outreach or opinion management, and Kissinger was an
active participant in a weak presidency that he had made less popular by his
own actions.

More and more, Kissinger wrote and spoke for the history books. Yet
State Department officials knew that he was still being judged on a different
scale. When his advisers realized the gravity of his failure in the first months of
1976, they told him so. At the end of A World Restored, Kissinger had written

119. Kissinger, Years of Renewal, p. 845.

120. Kissinger, “America’s Permanent Interests,” p. 431.

121. See, for instance, Margaret MacMillan, “Nixon, Kissinger, and the Opening to China,” in Logevall
and Preston, eds., Nixon in the World, pp. 107–125.

122. Kissinger, Years of Renewal, pp. 981, 983.
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that “the acid test of a policy is its ability to obtain domestic support.”123

(Inconveniently, the book was republished at the very time that public support
for its author collapsed, in 1975.) Consciously or not, the following year
Kissinger’s subordinates used his own words against him. Reporting on the
discussion from the town meeting in Minneapolis, where Kissinger had started
the “heartland” tour a year earlier, his subordinates wrote that “a successful
foreign policy begins at home—in the domestic support engendered by a sense
of shared values between policy-makers and public.”

For Henry Kissinger, those shared values proved elusive. Malarkey turned
out to be crucial indeed.
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